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Sentence Structure 
Scale Score: 621–629
 

 
Scale Score: 630–636
 

 
Scale Score: 637–645
 

Standard IXL skills

Subject/Predicate 1. Identify the simple subject or predicate of a
sentence   L6R

Complete/Fragment/Run-On 1. Is it a complete sentence or a fragment?   9VB

2. Is it a complete sentence or a run-on?   95A

Sentence Combining 1. Combine sentences: subjects and
predicates   ZGV

2. Use coordinating conjunctions   TCZ

Standard IXL skills

Subject/Predicate 1. Identify the complete subject of a sentence   JXU

2. Identify the complete predicate of a
sentence   5QJ

Complete/Fragment/Run-On 1. Is it a complete sentence, a fragment, or a
run-on?   P7Z

Sentence Combining 1. Combine sentences by adding key details   YH6

Standard IXL skills

Complete/Fragment/Run-On 1. Is it a complete sentence or a fragment?   L7P

2. Is it a complete sentence or a run-on?   AUH

Sentence Combining 1. Use coordinating conjunctions   F79
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Scale Score: 646–653
 

 
Scale Score: 654–663
 

 
Scale Score: 664–672
 

 
Scale Score: 673–677
 

Standard IXL skills

Complete/Fragment/Run-On 1. Is it a complete sentence, a fragment, or a
run-on?   X9V

Sentence Combining 1. Combine sentences: subjects and
predicates   VH9

Standard IXL skills

Complete/Fragment/Run-On 1. Is it a complete sentence or a fragment?   DQC

2. Is it a complete sentence or a run-on?   6XL

Sentence Combining 1. Use coordinating conjunctions   RMV

Standard IXL skills

Complete/Fragment/Run-On 1. Is it a complete sentence, a fragment, or a
run-on?   NJT

Sentence Combining

Standard IXL skills

Complete/Fragment/Run-On 1. Is it a complete sentence or a fragment?   7SV

2. Is it a complete sentence or a run-on?   2YN

Sentence Combining 1. Use coordinating conjunctions   N62

Misplaced Modifier 1. Misplaced modifiers with pictures   VWR
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Writing Strategies 
Scale Score: 621–629
 

Standard IXL skills

Topic Sentence 1. Choose topic sentences for narrative
paragraphs   SJM

2. Choose topic sentences for expository
paragraphs   GHA

Relevance

Sequence 1. Put the sentences in order   KWL

Information Sources 1. Compare information from two informational
texts   DNH

2. Use guide words   LT9

3. Use dictionary entries   T7U

Organize Information 1. Order items from most general to most
specific   35V

2. Read graphic organizers   63Y

Writing Strategies Writer's purpose
1. Choose the text that matches the writer's

purpose   MGP

Linking words
2. Identify time-order words   XRD

3. Use coordinating conjunctions   TCZ

4. Use subordinating conjunctions   QWF

Opinion writing
5. Distinguish facts from opinions   XJV

6. Choose reasons to support an opinion   CXD

Descriptive details
7. Add descriptive details to sentences   TM8

8. Revise the sentence using a stronger verb   2K7
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Scale Score: 630–636
 

Topic Selection/Narrowing 1. Order items from most general to most
specific   35V

Standard IXL skills

Topic Sentence; Relevance 1. Select the detail that does not support the topic
sentence   3X2

Sequence 1. Put the sentences in order   KWL

Information Sources 1. Use dictionary definitions   M8H

2. Use thesaurus entries   LKB

Organize Information 1. Organize information by main idea   U2Q

Writing Strategies Linking words
1. Use time-order words   V2M

2. Choose the best transition   5HN

3. Use linking words to complete a passage   EBL

Opinion writing
4. Identify an author's statement of opinion   GC2

5. Complete the opinion passage with an
example   L6W

6. Complete the opinion passage with a
reason   LJX

7. Complete the opinion-reason-example
table   MJN

Descriptive details
8. Show character emotions and traits   SCZ

9. Add imagery to stories   BGH

Sentence variety
10. Create varied sentences based on models   MPJ

Topic Selection/Narrowing
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Scale Score: 637–645
 

 
Scale Score: 646–653
 

Standard IXL skills

Topic Sentence; Relevance 1. Choose the best topic sentence   C5Z

2. Remove the sentence that does not belong   82A

Sequence 1. Put the sentences in order   DXR

Supporting Sentences 1. Choose reasons to support an opinion   HW7

Organize Information 1. Order items from most general to most
specific   2ER

Writing Strategies Conclusions
1. Choose the best concluding sentence   68D

Summarize
2. Summarize a story   XZF

Linking words
3. Identify time-order words   QWR

4. Use coordinating conjunctions   F79

5. Use subordinating conjunctions   27D

Opinion writing
6. Distinguish facts from opinions   96L

7. Choose reasons to support an opinion   HW7

Descriptive details
8. Revise the sentence using a stronger verb   HXU

Standard IXL skills

Topic Sentence; Relevance 1. Choose the best topic sentence   C5Z

2. Remove the sentence that does not belong   82A

Sequence 1. Put the sentences in order   DXR
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Scale Score: 654–663
 

Supporting Sentences 1. Identify supporting details in literary texts   VVG

2. Identify supporting details in informational
texts   8MJ

Organize Information 1. Organize information by main idea   6GA

2. Combine main ideas from two texts   JZ2

Writing Strategies Transitions
1. Choose the best transition   YMU

2. Use linking words in paragraphs   XHT

Opinion writing
3. Identify an author's statement of opinion   C9W

Descriptive details
4. Show character emotions and traits   XY2

5. Add imagery to stories   6BY

Sentence variety
6. Create varied sentences based on models   JSA

Standard IXL skills

Topic Sentence; Relevance 1. Choose the best topic sentence   PBS

2. Remove the sentence that does not belong   6PZ

Sequence 1. Put the sentences in order   9KC

Supporting Sentences 1. Choose reasons to support an opinion   AQK

Information Sources 1. Use guide words   VHY

2. Use dictionary entries   ZS7

Writing Strategies Conclusions
1. Choose the best concluding sentence   LGR

Summarize
2. Summarize a story   DGQ
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Scale Score: 664–672
 

Linking words
3. Use coordinating conjunctions   RMV

4. Identify time-order words   UQ5

Facts and opinions
5. Distinguish facts from opinions   7GS

Descriptive details
6. Revise the sentence using a stronger verb   ALY

Standard IXL skills

Topic Sentence; Relevance 1. Choose the best topic sentence   PBS

2. Remove the sentence that does not belong   6PZ

Sequence 1. Put the sentences in order   9KC

Supporting Sentences 1. Identify supporting details in literary texts   SDP

2. Identify supporting details in informational
texts   87Z

Information Sources 1. Use dictionary definitions   PFT

2. Use thesaurus entries   82B

Writing Strategies Transitions
1. Choose the best transition   X9M

2. Use linking words in paragraphs   TEV

Opinion writing
3. Identify an author's statement of opinion   RAE

Descriptive details
4. Show character emotions and traits   2AF

5. Add imagery to stories   JHD

Sentence variety
6. Create varied sentences based on models   UBL
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Scale Score: 673–677
 

Standard IXL skills

Topic Sentence 1. Choose the best topic sentence   6D5

Relevance 1. Remove the sentence that does not belong   P9H

Sequence 1. Put the sentences in order   7T8

Supporting Sentences 1. Choose evidence to support a claim   T7W

2. Add imagery to stories   KP5

Connective/Transitional Words 1. Use coordinating conjunctions   N62

2. Use the correct pair of correlative
conjunctions   9TP

Information Sources 1. Use guide words   2J5

2. Use dictionary entries   YQU

Organize Information 1. Organize information by main idea   7BE

Topic Selection/Narrowing 1. Order topics from broadest to narrowest   GBJ
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Editing Skills 
Scale Score: 621–629
 

Standard IXL skills

Capitalization 1. Capitalizing the names of people and pets and
titles of respect   CJJ

2. Capitalizing days, months, and holidays   NJJ

3. Capitalizing the names of places and geographic
features   XNK

4. Capitalizing proper adjectives, nationalities, and
languages   UYC

Punctuation 1. Commas with a series   DRN

2. Commas with dates   58U

3. Commas with the names of places   2ES

4. Commas with direct addresses and after
introductory words   8L3

Usage Nouns
1. Use regular plurals with -s, -es, and -ies   VNA

Pronouns
2. Choose between subject and object personal

pronouns   KQJ

3. Replace the noun with a personal pronoun   ESB

4. Choose between personal and reflexive
pronouns   6J6

Subject-verb agreement
5. Use the correct subject or verb   FZR

Verb tense
6. Form and use the regular past tense   Z6T

7. To be: use the correct form   JG2

8. To have: use the correct form   ANK

9. Change the sentence to future tense   CSP

Articles
10. Use the correct article: a or an   76N
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Scale Score: 630–636
 

Adjectives and adverbs
11. Choose between adjectives and adverbs   62X

Contractions
12. Pronoun-verb contractions   AFE

13. Contractions with "not"   LDB

Proofreading 1. Correct errors with signs   9DQ

Standard IXL skills

Capitalization 1. Capitalization: review   NFE

Punctuation 1. Commas: review   UA2

2. Punctuating dialogue   SYD

Usage Homophones
1. Use the correct homophone   VNC

Nouns
2. Form and use irregular plurals   PFL

3. Identify and correct errors with plural and
possessive nouns   ZNU

Pronouns
4. Compound subjects and objects with "I" and

"me"   Q5Z

5. Use possessive pronouns   F6X

6. Use reflexive pronouns   U8W

Subject-verb agreement
7. Pronoun-verb agreement   DBY

Verb tense
8. Form and use the irregular past tense: set 1   8YP

9. Form and use the irregular past tense: set 2   TPD

10. Form and use the irregular past tense: set
3   Q5K

11. Form and use the irregular past tense: set
4   N92
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Scale Score: 637–645
 

12. Form and use the irregular past tense: set
5   CWX

Articles
13. Use the correct article: a, an, or the   BH7

Adjectives
14. Use adjectives to compare   AED

15. Use adverbs to compare   36M

Proofreading 1. Correct errors with signs   9DQ

Standard IXL skills

Usage Nouns
1. Use regular plurals with -s, -es, and -ies   68P

2. Use regular plurals with -s, -es, -ies, and
-ves   FJN

Pronouns
3. Choose between subject and object personal

pronouns   2VF

4. Replace the noun with a personal pronoun   QXY

5. Choose between personal and reflexive
pronouns   QNN

6. Use relative pronouns: who and whom   BMC

Verb types
7. Use action verbs   8Z3

8. Use the correct modal verb   6HX

Subject-verb agreement
9. Use the correct subject or verb   L85

Verb tense
10. Form and use the regular past tense   29B

11. To be: use the correct form   J9E

12. To have: use the correct form   ZTD

13. Change the sentence to future tense   LLH

14. Use the progressive verb tenses   QNP
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Scale Score: 646–653
 

15. Choose between the past tense and past
participle   EWM

16. Use the perfect verb tenses   74P

Articles
17. Use the correct article: a or an   8W6

Adjectives and adverbs
18. Choose between adjectives and adverbs   2UH

19. Use adjectives to compare   GW2

20. Use adverbs to compare   WY7

Contractions
21. Pronoun-verb contractions   U8T

22. Contractions with "not"   XNV

Proofreading 1. Correct errors with signs   D54

Standard IXL skills

Usage Homophones
1. Use the correct homophone   S8L

Nouns
2. Form and use irregular plurals   9QM

3. Identify and correct errors with plural and
possessive nouns   WMN

Pronouns
4. Compound subjects and objects with "I" and

"me"   UUK

5. Use possessive pronouns   5Y6

6. Use reflexive pronouns   S9A

7. Use relative pronouns: who, whom, whose,
which, and that   5AY

Subject-verb agreement
8. Use the correct subject or verb – with compound

subjects   TQ7

9. Pronoun-verb agreement   EER
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Scale Score: 654–663
 

Verb tense
10. Form and use the irregular past tense: set

1   Q9P

11. Form and use the irregular past tense: set
2   H6N

12. Form and use the irregular past tense: set
3   49P

13. Form and use the irregular past tense: set
4   MYG

14. Form the progressive verb tenses   SXQ

15. Form the perfect verb tenses   TNA

Conjunctions
16. Use the correct pair of correlative

conjunctions   XS7

Articles
17. Use the correct article: a, an, or the   MXA

Adjectives and adverbs
18. Order adjectives   57U

19. Use relative adverbs   PJV

20. Use adjectives with more and most   G9T

21. Good, better, best, bad, worse, and worst   S78

Proofreading 1. Correct errors with signs   D54

Standard IXL skills

Usage Nouns
1. Form and use plurals of nouns ending in f, fe, o,

and y   MYY

2. Form regular plurals with -s, -es, and -ies   LQF

3. Use regular plurals with -s, -es, -ies, and
-ves   ZR9

Pronouns
4. Choose between subject and object personal

pronouns   WMW

5. Replace the noun with a personal pronoun   8H5
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Scale Score: 664–672
 

6. Use relative pronouns: who and whom   GTH

Verb types
7. Use the correct modal verb   TGD

Subject-verb agreement
8. Use the correct subject or verb   F5Q

Verb tense
9. Form and use the regular past tense   S7F

10. Form and use the simple past, present, and
future tense   B54

11. Use the progressive verb tenses   RY6

12. Choose between the past tense and past
participle   AV6

13. Use the perfect verb tenses   YLV

Adjectives and adverbs
14. Choose between adjectives and adverbs   ZHZ

15. Use adjectives to compare   94N

16. Use adverbs to compare   G6Q

Contractions
17. Pronoun-verb contractions   J79

18. Contractions with "not"   KRX

Conjunctions
19. Use the correct pair of correlative

conjunctions   7QW

Proofreading 1. Use the correct frequently confused word   L2X

Standard IXL skills

Usage Homophones
1. Use the correct homophone   D59

Nouns
2. Form and use irregular plurals   VKV

3. Form and use plurals: review   VPE
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4. Identify and correct errors with plural and
possessive nouns   ME2

Pronouns
5. Compound subjects and objects with "I" and

"me"   3A7

6. Compound subjects and objects with personal
pronouns   MCF

7. Use possessive pronouns   L6N

8. Use reflexive pronouns   BZT

9. Use relative pronouns: who, whom, whose,
which, and that   KRK

Subject-verb agreement
10. Use the correct subject or verb – with

compound subjects   XGL

Verb tense
11. Form and use the irregular past tense   42P

12. Correct inappropriate shifts in verb tense   WDH

13. Form the progressive verb tenses   AAT

14. Form the perfect verb tenses   AJQ

Adjectives and adverbs
15. Order adjectives   6FR

16. Use relative adverbs   Q5G

17. Use adjectives with more and most   BN9

18. Good, better, best, bad, worse, and worst   47G

Conjunctions
19. Fill in the missing correlative conjunction   DHV

Proofreading 1. Correct errors with frequently confused
words   5XZ

2. Correct errors with signs   XSD
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Scale Score: 673–677
 

Standard IXL skills

Usage Nouns
1. Form and use plurals of nouns ending in f, fe, o,

and y   3C6

Pronouns and antecedents
2. Use the pronoun that agrees with the

antecedent   EXW

Pronoun types
3. Choose between subject and object

pronouns   RUD

4. Use possessive pronouns   N82

5. Choose between personal and reflexive
pronouns   A5T

6. Use relative pronouns: who and whom   CSF

Verb types
7. Use the correct modal verb   CPV

Subject-verb agreement
8. Use the correct subject or verb   UZN

Verb tense
9. Form and use the regular past tense   MA8

10. Simple past, present, and future tense:
review   6VU

11. Use the progressive verb tenses   GAC

12. Choose between the past tense and past
participle   8SK

13. Use the perfect verb tenses   7PN

Adjectives and adverbs
14. Choose between adjectives and adverbs   RBC

15. Form and use comparative and superlative
adjectives   JG5

16. Form and use comparative and superlative
adverbs   RMB
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Contractions
17. Pronoun-verb contractions   89Y

18. Contractions with "not"   2BV

Proofreading 1. Use the correct frequently confused word   ZK7

2. Correct errors with signs   FYL

3. Remove redundant words or phrases   QW2
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